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Come with me and play in the land of Myth, Magic and Guinness . We will
explore N.Ireland and Ireland's Sacred Sites and thin places where the
veil between worlds is the thinnest. Ireland's rich history will enchant
you, the people will bewitch you and the Fae will cast a spell that will
have you leaving a piece of your heart on the emerald isle!

Accommodation

Our luxury Accommodation is a whole house
set in the beautiful N.Irish countryside, not too far from Belfast.
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Retreat Training
Tap into your intuition and hear the land
speak as it did to the ancient ones who came
before us. During the Retreat we will be
visiting sites that pre-date the Egyptian
Pyramids.
On the retreat you will be shown how to tap
into your intuition to hear the land speak
and allow the ancient knowledge of the
sacred sites share their secrets and wisdom
with you.
At the thin places where the fairy folk once
dwell your intuition will be enhanced by the
veil between this world and the next being
so slim. I will show you how to anchor in the
calm and peace of these special places so you
may draw upon the energy anytime you
wish.
You will be shown simple spreads in tarot to
reveal ancient magic.
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Sacred Sites
We will visit Newgrange in Ireland,
a megalithic site that aligns with the
winter solstice. This site pre-dates
Christianity by over 3000 years!!!
Imagine tapping into the energies of
the ancient giants who where known
as master builders at the Giants Causeway up the coast of N.Ireland.
On the retreat we will into the thin
places at one of the Fairy trees and
explore sacred grounds that have seen
many years of worship from early
Pagan and Celtic religions to
more modern day Christianity
At Drombeg we will stand in the
footsteps of our ancestors within the
stone circle and feel the powerful
energy.
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Dates....

22-23-24 October 2019

Info....

Arrive evening of 21st Oct 2019
Retreat 22-23-24 Oct 2019
Depart after breakfast 10am 25th Oct 2019

What's Included....

Airport transfers to accommodations
Accommodation 4 nights 3 days
All meals Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Trips to sacred sites, transfers & transport
Transformational Sacred Sites Training
Energy attunments with Joanna

Not Included....

Flights (suggested airport Belfast)
Additional drinks & snacks when out

Investment

$1500 USD
Payment in full or deposit of $500 + payment plan for
remainder to be paid in full 8 weeks before retreat
To book Email Jo@joannahunter.com
Total of 6 spots available

The Ancient Land of Myth + MagicAwaits You!
Joanna xX
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Praise....
IsayaBelle Schwaar

From Scottish Scared Sites Retreat

“I was lucky enough to participate to Joanna’s first ever Sacred Sites of Scotland
retreat. There are no words to really explain how grateful I am for these 4 days !
First I should tell you about the quality of the excursions and their number (so
many amazing places in such a short time!). Joanna’s area is filled with divine
energy that she guided us through, be it stone circles, haunted castles, fairy
cascades and forest, etc. Not to mention amazing shopping possibilities in tiny,
almost “secret” shops with beautiful energy!
But that was only part of the awesomeness ! In fact the most amazing for me was
Joanna’s connection to the land and the way she introduced us to it and to its
history, traditions, but also to its present and more generally to its energetic
beauty.
Plus we had the incredible chance to spend some quality time and some actual in
the flesh workshops both with her and her amazing assistant Paulyne Brown.
The relaxed atmosphere, the beautiful and very comfortable venue, the goodies
bags straight from Heaven, the home-cooked food and the nice restaurants, the
flawless organisation, the fun … Everything was made to make us feel like
welcome friends … Friends who got to be coached, pampered and sometimes told

Kristen Hutchison

necessary truths by the ever miraculous person that is Joanna Hunter.

The Sacred Sites Retreat of Scotland with Joanna Hunter was truly one of the most epic
experiences of my life. From the moment we arrived, we were treated like VIP's. Joanna
and her team picked us up at the airport and whisked us through the gorgeous Scottish
countryside, enjoying a fun stop in the beautiful city of Inverness on our way to the
storybook village of Strathpeffer. We had fabulous meals prepared by the team or in local
dining spots and enjoyed incredibly comfortable accommodations in a home that had
been secured specifically for us. The sites that we visited all buzzed with mystical energy
but they were all different. It was truly a fascinating experience as we took a deep dive
into the sacred in all its many forms. From the ancient wisdom at Clava Cairns, to the
sacred calm of Culloden battlefield, the spirits of Tulloch castle, to the playful beauty of
Rosemarkies fairy glen...We were surrounded by the beauty of the magic of both the seen
and unseen. In addition, the opportunity to spend so much time in Joanna's energy with
such close access to her is absolutely priceless. It is a trip that I will never forget and the
magic lives with me still!
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Irish Blessing...
"May the road rise to meet you,

and the wind always be at your back.

May the sun shine warm on your face
and the rains fall softly on your fields.
And until we meet again

May God hold you gently in the palm of his hand.

May you be in Heaven a full half hour before the
Devil knows you are dead!"

